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A bestselling classic, back and bigger than ever!A thrilling, enriching, and elegantly packaged
revision that's a must-have for anyone who dreams!Nearly a century ago, Gustavus Hindman
Miller published his groundbreaking masterwork, 10,000 Dreams Interpreted, the most
compelling and thorough study of all symbols that appear in our dreamscape. Right now,
popular psychic and medium Linda Shields has updated this classic, featuring revisions and
additions to more than 2,000 of his original interpretations along with 2,000 entirely new
entries. Miller offered an enlightening launch to dream background and types, and arranged
his symbols into eminently logical groups. This brings the book up to speed with this modern
life, including items unknown in Miller's period, such as cell phones, computers, televisions,
and even more.   
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An Illustrated Instruction to Unlocking the Secrets of Your Dreamlife" and it was amazing!"
That's so considerably from the truth it creates my skin crawl. Instead it reads like a fortune
cookie and is quite general. Since both are written by the same author, I assumed this is a
fresh and improved version. I don't know if I should simply throw the book aside or provide it
to goodwill. The previous/primary book seemed more detailed and accurate. Half of the
topics in this reserve just don't can be found or if indeed they do exist it's a vague and
inaccurate interpretation.. I tried to research "Pet" and it seriously isn't in there. It's okay when
you dream of something and know what it meant on this book. Since both are compiled by the
same author I was so excited when We purchased this book. Unfortunately, it really is
NOTHING like the original. not all the words are in this book i like this book . Very interesting
book. However, after looking at other books, this seemed to be an easy and quick way to
interpret dreams. I use this book a lot more than I most likely should be. It's very interesting to
discover this is of dreams, or something in your dream that you are unsure about. Sometimes
the meaning may not be close to what your dream was about, just use your imagination;
Exactly what I wanted! Lots of fantasy topics, but all very vague. . I appeared up Cat because
my mom dreamed of OUR CAT, and it simply said "bad luck" in pretty much words.. Lots of
dream topics, but all very vague. 12,000 Dreams Interpreted This was given as a gift. I still end
through to Google, searching on one of the many websites out there which have dream
interpretation. I was super excited to understand this in expectations that it would ... We was
super excited to get this in hopes that it could help me understand my dreams better. I got
this because developing up I had browse my friends reserve: "10,000 Dreams Interpreted: An
Illustrated Instruction to Unlocking the Secrets of Your Dreamlife" and it had been amazing!
Actually those there are 12,000 topics I still struggled to find what I wanted. Good book for
learning and conversation purposes. Lots of interpretations This book is not as 'detailed' in it's
definitions as I'd hoped it will be. But a co-employee and I've fun with it. We are using it as a
cross-reference for another desire interpretation author's book. Quick and easy dream
interpretation book I actually purchased this for a friend so I'm uncertain how she loved it!
Packaged extremely well. It was alphabetical, obvious and concise. the meanings in are either
directly on or close to. Five Stars Wasn't what I thought it was, but it's a dictionary of
definitions of phrases for your dreams. Not really a lot to them, if you want an in depth idea of
what this is to a wish meant, this book probably isn't everything you are searching for. The
person has really enjoyed it. Challenging to interpret Too vague Four Stars Good & useful but
liked the book titled 10,000 dreams much better One Star the worst Good book for learning
and conversation purposes. I finished up returning it. I don't wish to upset other people so I
could trash it. As I was looking for the word "pet" I ran across "penis" that was another simple
and inaccurate interpretation: "to imagine a penis means being pregnant or birth
announcement.
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